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\[
P(\text{correct class}) = 46.3 \quad \text{vs.} \quad 18.0
\]
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“**Pooling** builds up shift-invariance”

…but **striding** ignores Nyquist sampling theorem and **aliases**
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Max-pooling breaks shift-equivariance
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• CIFAR

• VGG network
  • 5 max-pools

• Test shift-equivariance condition
  • \( \text{dist}(F(\text{Shift}_{\Delta h,\Delta w}(X)), \text{Shift}_{\Delta h,\Delta w}(F(X))) \)
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Nyquist theorem ignored when pooling; **aliasing** breaks shift-equivariance

Large deviation from shift-eq.
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Reconcile antialiasing with max-pooling
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Anti-aliased (MaxBlurPool)
Baseline (MaxPool)

Max (dense evaluation) + Subsampling

Anti-aliased (MaxBlurPool)

Max (dense evaluation) + Anti-aliasing filter + Subsampling

Evaluated together as “BlurPool”
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Antialiasing any downsampling layer

• Max Pool
  • VGG, Alexnet

• Strided Convolution
  • Resnet, MobileNetv2

• Average Pool
  • DenseNet
ImageNet

Shift-invariance
ImageNet

Shift-invariance

Accuracy
Antialiasing also improves accuracy
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Add antialiasing filter
  + Improved shift-equivariance
  + Improved accuracy

Additionally
  + Improved stability to other perturbations
  + Improved robustness

Antialiasing code, pretrained models
  https://richzhang.github.io/antialiased-cnns/
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Striding aliases \((\text{stride}=2)\)

Add antialiasing filter
  + Improved shift-equivariance
  + Improved accuracy

Additionally
  + Improved stability to other perturbations
  + Improved robustness

Antialiasing code, pretrained models
https://richzhang.github.io/antialiased-cnns/

Thank you!